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THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN ENERGY FUNCTION

FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASCADES

WITH A TWO-DIMENSIONAL EXPANDING ATTRACTOR

V. Z. GRINES, M. K. NOSKOVA, AND O. V. POCHINKA

Abstract. In this paper we establish the existence of an energy function for struc-
turally stable diffeomorphisms of closed three-dimensional manifolds whose nonwan-
dering set contains a two-dimensional expanding attractor.
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Introduction and statement of the results

Because of the close interconnection between a dynamical system and its Lyapunov
function (a continuous function that is nonincreasing along the trajectories of the sys-
tem), the qualitative behaviour of the system is largely determined by the structure of
its Lyapunov function. This effect is especially strong when the system has an energy
function, that is, a smooth Lyapunov function for which the set of critical points coin-
cides with the chain recurrent set of the system. Furthermore, a function is much more
convenient to study than a one-parameter family of maps of a manifold. This means that
it is natural to ask whether a dynamical system has an energy function. The existence
of a Lyapunov function for any dynamical system was proved by Conley [3] in 1978; this
fact was later called the fundamental theorem of dynamical systems (see, for example,
[20, Theorem 1.1, p. 404]). The existence of an energy function for any flow follows from
Wilson and Yorke’s paper [24]. Cascades, even with regular dynamics, do not possess an
energy function in the general case. Examples of this were constructed in the papers by
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Pixton [14] and Grines, Laudenbach, and Pochinka [6]; in the latter paper, sufficient con-
ditions were also found for the existence of a Morse energy function for three-dimensional
Morse–Smale cascades. Even more surprising is the fact, proved in our paper, that an
energy function exists for some discrete dynamical systems with chaotic behaviour.

We now go into more detail. Let f ∈ Diff1(M) be a C1-smooth diffeomorphism of a
closed n-dimensional manifold M (n ≥ 2) equipped with some Riemannian metric d. A
set Λ ⊂ M that is invariant under f is said to be hyperbolic if the restriction TΛM of
the tangent bundle TM of the manifold M to Λ can be represented as the Whitney sum
Es

Λ ⊕ Eu
Λ of df -invariant subbundles Es

Λ, E
u
Λ (dimEs

x + dimEu
x = n, x ∈ Λ) and there

exist constants Cs > 0, Cu > 0, 0 < λ < 1, such that

‖dfm(v)‖ ≤ Csλ
m‖v‖ for v ∈ Es

Λ,

‖df−m(v)‖ ≤ Cuλ
m‖v‖ for v ∈ Eu

Λ, m > 0.

A hyperbolic structure generates the existence of the so-called stable and unstable
manifolds that combine points with the same asymptotic behaviour under positive and
negative iterations, respectively [10, 22]. For any point x ∈ Λ there exists an injective
immersion Js

x : R
s → M whose image W s

x = Js
x(R

s) is called the stable manifold of the
point x such that the following properties hold:

(1) TxW
s
x = Es

Λ;
(2) points x, y∈M belong to the same manifoldW s(x) if and only if d(fn(x), fn(y))→

0 as n → ∞;
(3) f(W s

x) = W s
f(x);

(4) if x, y ∈ Λ, then either W s
x = W s

y or W s
x ∩W s

y = ∅;

(5) if points x, y ∈ Λ are close on M , then W s
x , W

s
y are C1-close on compact sets.

The unstable manifold Wu
x of a point x ∈ Λ is defined as the stable manifold with respect

to the diffeomorphism f−1. Unstable manifolds have similar properties. In view of
property (3), stable and unstable manifolds are called invariant manifolds.

A point x ∈ M is said to be nonwandering if for any neighbourhood of U(x) and
any positive integer N there exists n0 ∈ Z, |n0| ≥ N , such that fn0(x) ∈ U(x). The
set of nonwandering points of a diffeomorphism f is denoted by NW (f). A diffeomor-
phism f satisfies Axiom A (or, equivalently, is an A-diffeomorphism) if the set NW (f)
is hyperbolic and the periodic points are dense in NW (f).

Smale [23] proved the following assertion, which is known as the spectral decomposition

theorem. Suppose that a diffeomorphism f ∈ Diff1(M) satisfies axiom A. Then the set
NW (f) can be represented in the form of a finite union of pairwise disjoint closed invari-
ant sets Λ1, . . . ,Λk, called basic sets, each of which contains a dense orbit. Furthermore,
the ambient manifold M can be represented as follows:

M =
k⋃

i=1

W s
Λi

=
k⋃

i=1

Wu
Λi
,

where

W s
Λi

=
⋃

x∈Λi

W s
x and Wu

Λi
=

⋃
x∈Λi

Wu
x .

A basic set is said to be nontrivial if it is not a periodic orbit (in particular, it is not a
fixed point).

Since f is transitive on every basic set Λi, the restrictions of the bundles Es
Λi
, Eu

Λi
to

Λi have constant dimension at all points x ∈ Λi.
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A compact f -invariant set A ⊂ M is called an attractor of the diffeomorphism f if
it has a compact neighbourhood UA such that f(UA) ⊂ intUA and A =

⋂
k≥0 f

k(UA).

A repeller is defined as an attractor for f−1.
By [16], a basic set Λ of a diffeomorphism f is an attractor (repeller) if and only if

Λ =
⋃

x∈Λ Wu
x (Λ =

⋃
x∈Λ W s

x).
An attractor Λ of an A-diffeomorphism f is called an expanding attractor if the topo-

logical dimension dimΛ is equal to the dimension of the unstable manifold Wu
x , x ∈ Λ.

A repeller of a diffeomorphism f is said to be contracting if it is an expanding attractor
for f−1.

Two diffeomorphisms f, g ∈ Diff1(M) are said to be topologically conjugate if there
exists a homeomorphism ϕ : M → M such that ϕ ◦ f = g ◦ ϕ. A diffeomorphism f ∈
Diff1(M) is said to be structurally stable if it has a neighbourhood U(f) ⊂ Diff1(M) such
that any diffeomorphism g ∈ U(f) is conjugate to f . If we require that a conjugating
homeomorphism be close to the identity in the C0-topology, then we obtain the definition
of a rough diffeomorphism. It is now known that the notions of being rough and being
structurally stable are equivalent, although the proof of this fact is highly nontrivial (see
the survey [1], where various definitions and the corresponding results are discussed).

When stating conditions for structural stability, an important role is played by the
condition known as the strong transversality condition. Let W1,W2 ⊂ M be two im-
mersed manifolds that have a nonempty intersection. By definition, W1, W2 intersect
transversally if for any point x ∈ W1 ∩W2 the tangent space TxM is generated by the
tangent subspaces TxW1 and TxW2. In particular, if W1, W2 intersect transversally, then
dimTxW1 + dimTxW2 ≥ dimTxM .

An A-diffeomorphism is said to satisfy the strong transversality condition if for any
points x, y ∈ NW (f) the manifolds W s

x , Wu
y have only transversal intersections. It

is known [11, 19] that a diffeomorphism is structurally stable if and only if it is an
A-diffeomorphism and satisfies the strong transversality condition. The necessity was
proved by Mañé [11], and sufficiency by Robinson [19].

Here we consider the class G of structurally stable diffeomorphisms on a 3-manifold
f : M → M whose nonwandering set contains a two-dimensional expanding attractor Ω.
In this case (see Proposition 1) the manifold M is diffeomorphic to a three-dimensional
torus, and the attractor Ω is the only nontrivial basic set of the diffeomorphism f . Our
main result is the following fact.

Theorem 1. For any diffeomorphism f ∈ G there exists an energy function that is a
Morse function outside the basic set Ω.

1. Dynamical properties of diffeomorphisms of class G

In this section, following [7] we describe the information about the dynamics of a
diffeomorphism f ∈ G requisite for the proof of Theorem 1. Note that all the results in
[7] are stated for a manifold of dimension n ≥ 3 and for the case where Ω is an orientable
basic set.1 But it was proved in [25] that in the case of odd n the basic set Ω is orientable.
Therefore throughout what follows, when we state an extract of the results in [7] for the
case n = 3, we do not need to require that Ω be orientable.

Let f ∈ G and let Ω be a two-dimensional expanding attractor of the diffeomorphism f .
Then dimW s

x = 1 for any point x ∈ Ω, which lets us introduce the notation (z, y)s ([z, y]s)
for the open (closed) arc of the stable manifold W s

x bounded by the points y, z ∈ W s
x .

1A basic set Λ is said to be orientable if for any point x ∈ Λ and any fixed numbers α > 0, β > 0 the
index of the intersection W s

α(x)∩Wu
β (x) is the same (+1 or −1) at all points in the intersection. In the

opposite case, the basic set Λ is said to be nonorientable (see, for example, [9, p. 622]).
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Figure 1. Characteristic sphere

The setW s
x\x consists of two connected components. At least one of these components

has a nonempty intersection with Ω. A point x ∈ Ω is said to be an s-boundary if one
of the connected components of the set W s

x \ x does not intersect Ω; we denote such
a component by W s∅

x . The set ΓΩ of boundary points of the set Ω is nonempty and
consists of finitely many periodic points, which are divided into associated pairs (p, q) of
points with the same period, so that the 2-bunch Bpq = Wu

p ∪ Wu
q is attainable from

inside2 the boundary of a connected component of the set M \ Ω.
For every pair (p, q) of associated boundary points of the set Ω we construct the

so-called characteristic sphere.
Let Bpq be a 2-bunch of the attractor Ω consisting of the two unstable manifolds Wu

p

and Wu
q of the associated boundary points p and q, respectively, and let mpq be the

period of the points p, q. Then for any point x ∈ Wu
p \ p there exists a unique point

y ∈ (Wu
q ∩W s

x) such that the arc (x, y)s does not intersect the set Ω. We define a map

ξpq : Bpq \ {p, q} → Bpq \ {p, q}

by setting ξpq(x) = y and ξpq(y) = x. Then

ξpq(W
u
p \ p) = Wu

q \ q and ξpq(W
u
q \ q) = Wu

p \ p;

that is, the map ξpq takes each of the the punctured unstable manifolds of the 2-bunch
to the other and is an involution (ξ2pq = id). By the theorem on continuous dependence
of invariant manifolds on compact sets the map ξpq is a homeomorphism.

The restriction fmpq |Wu
p
has exactly one hyperbolic repelling fixed point p; therefore

there exists a smooth closed 2-disc Dp ⊂ Wu
p such that p ∈ Dp ⊂ int(fmpq (Dp)).

Then the set Cpq =
⋃

x∈∂Dp
(x, ξpq(x))

s is homeomorphic to the closed two-dimensional
cylinder S

1 × [0, 1]. The set Cpq is called a connecting cylinder. The circle ξpq(∂Dp)
bounds a two-dimensional 2-disc Dq in Wu

q such that q ∈ Dq ⊂ int(fmpq (Dq)). The set
Spq = Dp ∪ Cpq ∪Dq is homeomorphic to a two-dimensional sphere, which is called the
characteristic sphere corresponding to the bunch Bpq (see Figure 1).

2Let G ⊂ M be an open set with boundary ∂G (∂G = cl(G) \ int(G)). A subset δG ⊂ ∂G is called
attainable from inside the boundary of G if for any point x ∈ δG there exists an open arc entirely
contained in G such that x is one of its endpoints.
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Figure 2. Arc lpq

We set T (f) = NW (f) \Ω and state the basic dynamical properties of the diffeomor-
phism f ∈ G as the following proposition (see Figure 2 for a better understanding).

Proposition 1. Let f : M → M be a diffeomorphism in the class G. Then the following
facts hold :

(1) the ambient manifold M is homeomorphic to a three-dimensional torus T
3

[7, Theorem 5.1];
(2) every characteristic sphere Spq bounds a 3-ball Qpq such that T (f) ⊂

⋃
(p,q)⊂ΓΩ

Qpq

[7, Theorem 5.1];
(3) for every associated pair (p, q) of boundary points there exists a positive integer

kpq such that T (f)∩Qpq consists of kpq periodic sources α1, . . . , αkpq
and kpq − 1

saddle periodic points σ1, . . . , σkpq−1 which alternate on the simple arc

lpq = W s∅
p ∪

kpq−1⋃
i=1

W s
σi

∪
k⋃

i=1

W s
αi

∪W s∅
q

[7, Corollary 5.2];
(4) the intersection Wu

σi
∩Qpq , i = 1, . . . , kpq − 1, consists of exactly one two-dimen-

sional disc [7, Theorem 4.1].

2. The existence of an energy function

in the basin of a one-dimensional attractor

of a gradient-like 3-diffeomorphism

In this section we present results from the paper [5] and the book [8] concerning a
criterion for the existence of an energy function in the basin of a one-dimensional attractor
of a gradient-like 3-diffeomorphism.

In 1978 Conley [3] proved the existence of a Lyapunov function for any flow (cascade)
defined on a smooth closed orientable n-manifold N , that is, the existence of a continuous
function that is strictly decreasing along orbits outside the chain recurrent set and is
constant on the components of this set. The chain recurrent set coincides with the set
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of periodic orbits for Morse–Smale diffeomorphisms,3 so in this case it seems natural to
seek a Lyapunov function in the class of Morse functions. In 1977 Pixton [14] defined a
Lyapunov function for a Morse–Smale diffeomorphism g : N → N as a Morse function
ϕ : N → R such that ϕ(g(x)) < ϕ(x) if x is a wandering point, and ϕ(g(x)) = ϕ(x) if
x is a periodic point. Such a function can be constructed, in particular, by passing to
a suspension over the given Morse–Smale diffeomorphism and further applying Meyer’s
result in [12], where a Morse–Bott energy function was constructed for an arbitrary
Morse–Smale flow.

If ϕ is a Lyapunov function for a Morse–Smale diffeomorphism g : N → N , then any
periodic point β is a maximum of the restriction of ϕ to the unstable manifold Wu

β

and a minimum of the restriction of ϕ to the stable manifold W s
β . If these extrema are

nondegenerate, then the invariant manifolds of the point β are transversal to all regular
level sets of ϕ in some neighbourhood Uβ of the point β. A Lyapunov function ϕ : N → R

for a Morse–Smale diffeomorphism f : N → N is called a Morse–Lyapunov function if
any periodic point β is a nondegenerate maximum (minimum) of the restriction of ϕ to
the unstable manifold Wu

β (stable manifold W s
β).

The Morse–Lyapunov functions form an open dense set in the C∞-topology in the
Lyapunov functions for a Morse–Smale diffeomorphism g.

If β is a critical point of a Morse function ϕ : N → R, then by Morse’s lemma (see [13],
for example) in some neighbourhood V (β) of the point β there exists a local system of
coordinates x1, . . . , xn, called Morse coordinates, such that xj(p) = 0 for every j = 1, n
and ϕ has the form

ϕ(x) = ϕ(β)− x2
1 − · · · − x2

b + x2
b+1 + · · ·+ x2

n,

where b is the index4 of the point β. If ϕ is a Lyapunov function for a Morse–Smale
diffeomorphism f : N → N , then by [14] the equation b = dimWu

β holds for any periodic

point β ∈ Per(g).
If ϕ is a Lyapunov function for a Morse–Smale diffeomorphism g, then any periodic

point of the diffeomorphism g is a critical point of the function ϕ. The converse, gener-
ally speaking, is false: a Lyapunov function can have critical points that are not periodic
points for g. Pixton [14] defined an energy function for a Morse–Smale diffeomorphism g
as a Morse–Lyapunov function ϕ whose set of critical points coincides with the set of pe-
riodic points of the diffeomorphism g. He proved that any Morse–Smale diffeomorphism
defined on a surface has an energy function, but there exists an example of a Morse–Smale
diffeomorphism on a three-dimensional sphere S

3 that has no energy function. Grines,
Laudenbach, and Pochinka [4] proved that the Lyapunov function in Pixton’s example
has at least six critical points.

Recall that a Morse–Smale diffeomorphism g : N → N is said to be gradient-like if
for any pair of periodic points β, γ (β = γ) the condition Wu

β ∩ W s
γ = ∅ implies that

dimW s
β < dimW s

γ . For gradient-like diffeomorphisms, the following definition singles
out a class of Morse–Lyapunov functions with additional properties, which are similar to
the properties of functions introduced by Smale [21] for gradient-like vector fields.

A Morse–Lyapunov function ϕ for a gradient-like diffeomorphism g is called a self-
indexing energy function if the following conditions hold:

3A diffeomorphism g : N → N is called a Morse–Smale diffeomorphism if its nonwandering set
NW (g) consists of finitely many hyperbolic periodic points (NW (g) = Per(g)) whose invariant manifolds
intersect transversally.

4The index of a critical point β is defined to be the number of negative eigenvalues of the matrix
∂2ϕ

∂xi∂xj
(β).
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1) the set of critical points of the function ϕ coincides with the set Per(g) of periodic
points of the diffeomorphism g;

2) ϕ(β) = dimWu
β for any point β ∈ Per(g).

Note that the notion of a Lyapunov function is well defined on any g-invariant subset
of the manifold N .

The following arguments relate only to three-dimensional manifolds.
Let g : N → N be a gradient-like diffeomorphism, let Σ+ ( Ω+) be the subset of the set

of all saddle points with one-dimensional unstable invariant manifolds (of sink points),
and suppose that the set A+ = Wu

Σ+ ∪ Ω+ is closed and g-invariant. Then A+ is an
attractor of the diffeomorphism g. The set W s

A+ =
⋃

β+∈(Σ+∪Ω+) W
s
β+ is g-invariant and

is called the basin of the one-dimensional attractor A+. Let c+ denote the number of
connected components of the attractor A+, let r+ denote the number of saddle points,
and s+ the number of sink points in A+. We set δ(A+) = c++r+−s+. The attractor A+

is said to be tightly embedded if it has a neighbourhood P+ with the following properties:

1) g(P+) ⊂ intP+;
2) P+ is a disjunct union of c+ handlebodies,5 the sum of whose genera is equal to

δ(A+);
3) for any saddle point σ+ ∈ Σ+ the intersection W s

σ+ ∩ P+ consists of a single
two-dimensional disc.

Proposition 2. A self-indexing energy function ϕA+ of the diffeomorphism g exists in
the basin W s

A+ of the attractor A+ if and only if it is tightly embedded.

A tightly embedded repeller A− of a gradient-like diffeomorphism g : N → N and its
basin are defined as a tightly embedded attractor A+ and its basin for the diffeomor-
phism g−1. Then the function ϕA−(x) = 3 − ϕA+(x) is a self-indexing function of the
diffeomorphism g in the basin of the repeller A−.

In Pixton’s example mentioned above, the nonwandering set of g : S3 → S
3 consists

of exactly four fixed points: one source α, two sinks ω1, ω2, one saddle σ. The one-
dimensional attractor A+ of this diffeomorphism coincides with the closure of the stable
manifold of the saddle σ, and δ(A+) = 0. Furthermore, any three-dimensional ball
containing the attractor A+ in its interior intersects W s

σ in at least three connected
components (see Figure 3). Thus, the attractor A+ is not tightly embedded and, by
Proposition 2, there does not exist an energy function in the basin of the one-dimensional
Pixton’s attractor.

3. The construction of an energy function

for diffeomorphisms in the class G

The proof of the main theorem is based on Propositions 1 and 2. We divide the
construction of an energy function for f ∈ G into steps, in which we use the notation of
the preceding sections.

Step 1. Let (p, q) be a pair of associated boundary points of period mpq of the basic
set Ω. We set

A−
pq =

mpq−1⋃
j=0

f j

( kpq−1⋃
i=1

W s
σi

∪
kpq−1⋃
i=1

W s
αi

)
.

By construction the set A−
pq is a repeller of the diffeomorphism f and δ(A−

pq) = 0. We
claim that it is tightly embedded. To prove this it is sufficient to show that there exists

5A handlebody of genus δ ≥ 0 is defined to be a compact three-dimensional manifold with boundary
obtained from a 3-ball by pairwise identification of 2δ two-dimensional pairwise disjoint discs on the
boundary of the ball by an orientation changing map.
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Figure 3. Pixton’s example

a 3-ball P−
pq such that f−mpq (P−

pq) ⊂ intP−
pq and the intersection P−

pq ∩Wu
σj

consists of

exactly one two-dimensional disc for every saddle σj , j ∈ {1, . . . , kpq − 1}.
By Proposition 1, the 3-ball Qpq intersects the two-dimensional unstable manifold of

the saddle σj , j ∈ {1, . . . , kpq − 1}, in exactly one two-dimensional disc. The desired
3-ball P−

pq is obtained from Qpq by pressing the discs Dp, Dq inside and smoothing the
angles (see Figure 4).

By Proposition 2, in the basin Wu
A−

pq
of the repeller A−

pq there exists a self-indexing

energy function ϕA−
pq

of the diffeomorphism f . We set

bpq = inf
{
ϕA−

pq
(z), z ∈ Wu

A−
pq

}
.

u
p ′

p

α1 σ1 α2

W u
P1

C ′pq W u
Pk

S′pq

σk αk+1
D′q q

W u
q

Figure 4. Neighbourhood P−
pq
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We define a function gpq : (bpq, 3] → (0, 3] as follows: if bpq > −∞, then we set

gpq(x) = 2
(2−bpq)(3−x)

x−bpq 3
(3−bpq)(x−2)

x−bpq ,

and if bpq = −∞, then we set
gpq(x) = 23−x3x−2.

By construction the function gpq is infinitely smooth and has a positive derivative; fur-
thermore, gpq(2) = 2, gpq(3) = 3, and lim x→bpq gpq(x) = 0. We consider the composition
ϕpq = gpqϕA−

pq
. Since gradϕpq = g′pq · gradϕA−

pq
and the Hessians Δϕpq and ΔϕA−

p q are

connected by the relation

Δϕpq = g′′pq · (gradϕA−
pq
) · (gradϕA−

pq
)T + g′pq ·ΔϕA−

pq
,

the function ϕpq is a Morse energy function for f in the basin Wu
A−

pq
.

We set
A− =

⋃
(p,q)⊂ΓΩ

A−
pq, Wu

A− =
⋃

(p,q)⊂ΓΩ

Wu
A−

pq

and denote by ϕA− the function composed of the functions ϕpq, (p, q) ⊂ ΓΩ. We define
a function ϕ on the manifold M by the formula

ϕ(z) =

{
ϕA−(z) if z ∈ Wu

A− ;

0 if z ∈ Ω.

Step 2. Let d be a Riemannian metric on the manifold M , and let the distance between
sets be defined as the infimum of the distances between elements of these sets, that is,

∀X,Y ⊂ M d(X,Y ) = inf{d(x, y) : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }.
For c ∈ (0, 3] we put

α(c) = min{1, d2(ϕ−1(c),Ω)} and β(c) = max
{
1, max

x∈ϕ−1([c,3])
|gradϕ(x)|

}
.

By construction the functions α(c) and β(c) are continuous, α(c) is nondecreasing on
(0, 3], and there exists a value c∗ ∈ (0, 3] such that α(c) is monotonically increasing on
(0, c∗], while β(c) is nonincreasing. Then the function α(c)/β(c) is nondecreasing on the
half-open interval (0, 3] and limc→0 α(c)/β(c) = 0.

At step 3 we shall construct a C2-smooth function g : [0, 3] → [0, 3] such that

a) g′(c) > 0 for any c ∈ (0, 3];
b) g(c) ≤ α(c)/β(c) for any c ∈ (0, 1/2];
c) g′(c) ≤ α(c)/β(c) for any c ∈ (0, 1/2];
d) g(2) = 2 and g(3) = 3.

We claim that the composition ψ = gϕ is the energy function we seek.
Since gradψ = g′ · gradϕ and the Hessians Δψ and Δϕ are connected by

Δψ = g′′ · (gradϕ) · (gradϕ)T + g′ ·Δϕ,

the function ψ is a Morse energy function for f on the set M \ Ω. We claim that the
function ψ is smooth on M .

Since the function ψ is smooth on the set M \ Ω by construction, it remains to show
that the function ψ is smooth on the set Ω.

Consider an arbitrary point a ∈ Ω and a local chart (Ua, ha), where ha : Ua → R
3

is a diffeomorphism mapping some neighbourhood6 Ua of the point a into R
3 such that

the point a is mapped to the point O(0, 0, 0). First we show that the function ψ is
differentiable. If the function ψa = ψ(h−1

a (x)) is differentiable at the point O, then the

6We choose the neighbourhood so as ϕ(x) < 1/2 for all x ∈ Ua.
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function ψ is differentiable at the point a. Furthermore, the function ψa is differentiable
at the point O and has partial derivatives equal to zero at this point if and only if

lim
s→O

ψa(s)

ρ(s,O)
= 0,

where s(x, y, z) ∈ R
3 and ρ is the Euclidean metric in R

3 defined by the formula

ρ(s1, s2) =
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 + (z1 − z2)2

for s1(x1, y1, z1), s2(x2, y2, z2) ∈ R
3. By verifying the equation

lim
s→O

ψa(s)

ρ(s,O)
= 0

we will complete the proof of differentiability.
We introduce a metric da on R

3 as follows:

da(s1, s2) = d(h−1
a (s1), h

−1
a (s2)) for s1, s2 ∈ R

3.

By [18] (Lecture 15), the metrics ρ and da are equivalent in some compact neighbourhood
U(O) of the point O; that is, there exist constants 0 < c1 ≤ c2 such that

∀s1, s2 ∈ U(O) c1da(s1s2) ≤ ρ(s1, s2) ≤ c2da(s1, s2).

For s ∈ U(O) we set w = h−1
a (s) and c = ϕ(h−1

a (s)) = ϕ(w). Then

lim
s→O

ψa(s)

ρ(s,O)
= lim

s→O

ψ(h−1
a (s))

c1d(h
−1
a (s), a)

= lim
w→a

ψ(w)

c1d(w, a)
= lim

w→a

g(ϕ(w))

c1d(w, a)

= lim
w→a

g(c)

c1d(w, a)
< lim

w→a

α(c)

β(c)c1d(w, a)
≤ lim

w→a

d2(w, a)

c1d(w, a)
= lim

w→a

d(w, a)

c1
= 0.

We now show that the partial derivatives (ψa)
′
x, (ψa)

′
y, (ψa)

′
z are continuous at the

point O, that is,

lim
s→O

(ψa)
′
x(s) = 0, lim

s→O
(ψa)

′
y(s) = 0, and lim

s→O
(ψa)

′
z(s) = 0,

which is equivalent to lims→O |gradψa(s)| = 0. Let Jh−1
a

denote the Jacobian of the map

h−1
a , let ‖Jh−1

a
‖ denote its norm subordinate to the Euclidean norm of a vector in R

3,

and let B be a constant such that ‖Jh−1
a
(s)‖ ≤ B for all points s in some neighbourhood

of the point O. Then

lim
s→O

|gradψa(s)| = lim
s→O

|Jh−1
a
(s) · g′(c) · gradϕ(w)|

≤ lim
s→O

‖Jh−1
a
(s)‖ · |g′(c)| · |gradϕ(w)| ≤ lim

s→O
B · α(c)

β(c)
· |gradϕ(w)|

≤ lim
w→a

B · d2(w, a)

|gradϕ(w)| · |gradϕ(w)| = lim
w→a

B · d2(w, a) = 0.

Step 3. Construction of the function g. We set γ(c) = α(c)/β(c). By construction, γ is
a positive nondecreasing function on the half-open interval (0, 3] and

lim
c→0

α(c)/β(c) = 0.

We construct a C2-smooth function g : [0, 3] → [0, 3] such that

a) g′(c) > 0 for any c ∈ (0, 3];
b) g(c) ≤ γ(c) for any c ∈ (0, 1/2];
c) g′(c) ≤ γ(c) for any c ∈ (0, 1/2];
d) g(2) = 2 and g(3) = 3.
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We choose an open covering of (0, 3] by the sets

U1 = {x ∈ R : 1 < x ≤ 3}, U2 =
{
x ∈ R :

1

2
< x ≤ 3

}
,

U3 =
{
x ∈ R :

1

4
< x ≤ 3

}
, Ui =

{
x ∈ R :

1

2i−1
< x <

1

2i−5

}
, i = 4, 5, . . . ,

and the following locally finite partition of unity7 subordinate to this covering:

σ2(x) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

exp

{
(x− 2)4

(x− 1)(x− 3)

}
if x ∈ (1, 3);

0 if x /∈ (1, 3);

σ1(x) =

{
1− σ2(x) if x ∈ (2, 3];

0 if x /∈ (2, 3];

∀i = 4, 6, . . . σi(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

exp

{ (
x− 1

2i−3

)4

(
x− 1

2i−2

)(
x− 1

2i−4

)
}

if x ∈
(

1

2i−2
,

1

2i−4

)
;

0 if x /∈
(

1

2i−2
,

1

2i−4

)
;

∀i = 3, 5, . . . σi(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1− σi−1(x) if x ∈
[

1

2i−3
,

1

2i−4

)
;

1− σi+1(x) if x ∈
(

1

2i−2
,

1

2i−3

)
;

0 if x /∈
(

1

2i−2
,

1

2i−4

)
.

We set εi = γ(1/2i−2) for all i = 3, 4, 5, . . . . Let

c2 =

∫ 2

0

( ∞∑
i=2

εiσi(x)

)
dx, c3 =

∫ 2

0

( ∞∑
i=3

εiσi(x)

)
dx,

ε1 =
3− c2∫ 3

2
σ1(x) dx

and ε2 =
2− c3∫ 2

1
σ2(x) dx

.

We define the function g by the formula

g(c) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∫ c

0

( ∞∑
i=1

εiσi(x)

)
dx if c ∈ (0, 3];

0 if c = 0,

and show that this function is one we are looking for by verifying conditions a)–d).

7Suppose that we are given an open covering of a topological space M by open sets Uα. A partition
of unity subordinate to the covering {Uα} is defined to be a set of smooth functions σγ : M → R that
have the following properties:

• for all γ we have Supp(σγ) ⊂ Uα for some α (where Supp(σγ) is the closure of the set on which
the function is nonzero);

• 0 ≤ σγ ≤ 1 on M ;
• for all x ∈ M we have

∑
γ σγ(x) = 1.

If for any point x ∈ M there exists a neighbourhood Wx such that the intersection W ∩ Supp(σγ) is

nonempty for at most finitely many indices γ, then such a partition of unity is said to be locally finite.
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a) Since

g′(c) =
∞∑

i=i∗

εiσi(c),

we see that g′(c) > 0 for any c ∈ (0, 3].
b) The sequence {εi} is nonincreasing by construction. We observe that for any

c ∈ (0, 1/2) there exists a unique number i∗ such that

c ∈
(

1

2i∗−2
,

1

2i∗−3

]
.

Then σi∗(c) = 0 and σi(c) = 0 for all i /∈ {i∗, i∗ + 1}. From the choice of the parameters
εi we obtain the chain of inequalities

g(c) =

∫ c

0

( ∞∑
i=1

εiσi(x)

)
dx =

∫ c

0

( ∞∑
i=i∗

εiσi(x)

)
dx <

∫ c

0

( ∞∑
i=i∗

εi∗σi(x)

)
dx

= εi∗

∫ c

0

( ∞∑
i=i∗

σi(x)

)
dx < εi∗

∫ c

0

( ∞∑
i=1

σi(x)

)
dx

= εi∗

∫ c

0

1 dx = εi∗c < εi∗ = γ

(
1

2i∗−2

)
< γ(c).

c) For g′(c) the following estimate holds:

g′(c) =
∞∑

i=i∗

εiσi(c) < εi∗
∞∑

i=i∗

σi(c) = εi∗ < γ(c).

d) The choice of ε1, ε2 implies that g(2) = 2 and g(3) = 3.
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